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Introduction to AREC 412: Agricultural Commodities Marketing. 
 
Let’s look at some examples, ideas, and context… 
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Example) Colorado Cattle Feeding Operation – place cattle on feed in April and 
expect to market in October. 
 
This is the step when the decision is made – 4/1. 
 

Date  Cash Futures  Basis 

4/1  Forward Price = 
$ 143 /cwt. 

Sell OCT live cattle 
Contract @ 
$ 144 /cwt. 

 $ -1 /cwt. 
(expected) 

10/1  Cash fed cattle @ 
$            /cwt. 

Buy OCT live cattle 
contract @ 
$            /cwt. 

 $     /cwt. 
(actual) 

   Futures Gain/Loss 
$            /cwt. 

  

 
Net price = Cash price ± Futures Gain/Loss = $            /cwt. 
 
The hedger wants the Forward Price and acts to get it. 
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Example) Colorado Cattle Feeding Operation – place cattle on feed in April and 
expect to market in October. 
 
The decision was made 4/1 – evaluate one possible outcome on 10/1. 
 

Date  Cash Futures  Basis 

4/1  Forward Price = 
$ 143 /cwt. 

Sell OCT live cattle 
Contract @ 
$ 144 /cwt. 

 $ -1 /cwt. 
(expected) 

10/1  Cash fed cattle @ 
$ 138 /cwt. 

Buy OCT live cattle 
contract @ 
$ 139 /cwt. 

 $ -1 /cwt. 
(actual) 

   Futures Gain/Loss 
$ 5 /cwt. 

  

 
Net price = $138 + $5 = $ 143 /cwt. 
 
GOOD OUTCOME versus BAD OUTCOME?  (Given the futures trade made money.) 
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Example) Colorado Cattle Feeding Operation – place cattle on feed in April and 
expect to market in October. 
 
Again, the decision was made 4/1 – evaluate a second possible outcome on 10/1. 
 

Date  Cash Futures  Basis 

4/1  Forward Price = 
$ 143 /cwt. 

Sell OCT live cattle 
Contract @ 
$ 144 /cwt. 

 $ -1 /cwt. 
(expected) 

10/1  Cash fed cattle @ 
$ 153 /cwt. 

Buy OCT live cattle 
contract @ 
$ 154 /cwt. 

 $ -1 /cwt. 
(actual) 

   Futures Gain/Loss 
$ (10) /cwt. 

  

 
Net price = $153 - $10 = $ 143 /cwt. 
 
GOOD OUTCOME versus BAD OUTCOME?  (Given the futures trade lost money.) 
 
What about GOOD DECISION versus BAD DECISION?  Was the Forward Price 
realized?  Outcomes are largely luck.  This course is about decision making. 
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Example) Suppose it is 6/1.  What will fed cattle prices be this October?  Supplies are 
expected to decrease 3-4% compared to last year.  So prices this October will 
compare how to last October?  OCT21 expired at $134.  OCT22 is currently at $138. 
 

P 
 
 

$(?) 
 
 
 

$134 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 Q 
 
What is the easy question versus hard question? 
Direction (up or down) versus Magnitude (how much). 
What about competing meat supplies, the economy, and trade? 
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Chart examples on the following pages: 
 
Futures price charts can display well-known patterns.  So, what does the current 
chart say about likely future movements? 
 
There are substantial and regular changes in prices.  Can the history help us decide 
how to you trade? 
 
OCT 2022 Live Cattle… 
 
OCT 2022 Milk… 
 
DEC 2022 Corn… 
 
JUL 2022 Hard Red Winter Wheat – this contract has expired… 
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Example) OCT 2022 Live Cattle: 
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Example) OCT 2022 Class III Milk: 
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Example) DEC 2022 Corn: 
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Example) JUL 2022 KC Wheat: 
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The course in context... 
 
Agribusiness Decision Making – (Hedge Details) 
• Focus on economic decisions and pursuit of profit. 
• Within the context of risk and uncertainty. 
 
Commodity Markets and Commodity Price Behavior – (Graph & Charts Examples) 
• Forecasting and understanding to be an informed decision maker. 
• Institutions to know how the markets work. 
 
 
The purpose of this class is to give you the opportunity to develop skills in 
commodity markets that can lead to career opportunities. 
 
Even if you never trade futures or options then the skills that work in those markets 
transfer immediately to cash commodity markets. 
 
And then even if you never work in commodity markets, your career, business 
opportunities, and your wealth will be impacted by markets – not necessarily 
commodity markets – but certainly markets.  It is important to be able to think about 
what markets are doing and see opportunities. 
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Kinds of Risk 
 
From agricultural economics and agribusiness resources: 
• Production Risk – How much will I produce? 
• Marketing Risk – How much will the market value what I produce? 
• Financial Risk – Will I have access to capital and what will its price be? 
• Legal Risk – What are my liabilities and potential liabilities? 
• Human Resource Risk – What are my labor & knowledge constraints? 
 
From business and finance resources: 
• Market Risk – How much will the market value my assets? 
• Credit Risk – Will I get paid for services and assets? 
• Liquidity Risk – Is there someone with which to trade when I want to trade? 
• Operational Risk – How much will I produce? 
• Legal Risk – What are my liabilities & potential liabilities? 
 
In decreasing order of importance, we will address Marketing/Market Risk, 
Production/Operational Risk, Financial Risk, and Liquidity Risk.  I also think we are 
addressing your Human Resource Risk – we will build your human capital. 
 
But not just risk…  We will do risk management while looking at strategic business 
(i.e., profit & investment) opportunities. 
 
Examples, examples, examples – facts & details – concepts & strategy. 
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The course in context... 
 
What kind of skills are employers looking for? 
• Technical skills: computer and data management 
• Knowledge of agriculture 
• Ability to think and make analytical decisions 
• Business training/skills including economics, finance, and markets 
• Communication skills – written and verbal 
• Ability to work in teams and leadership skills 
 
The average university graduate changes jobs 7-10 times and changes careers 2-5 
times.  What does this imply about how a university faculty should teach their class 
and what they should teach?  What does this imply about how you design your 
university program? 
 
After teaching at university for 30 years, what I know you will experience within the 
next two years can be summarized in one word – 
 
 opportunities. 
 
It is important that you realize this, develop an appropriate skill set with sets of 
experiences, and see and act on opportunities. 
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Syllabus & Course Thoughts: 
 
Timing of course requirements: 
 I will be as accommodating as possible.  (But I want my 2 hours…) 
 Successful students have a history of staying with the schedule. 
 Successful students engage. 
  Communicate with me and follow-up. 
 
Communication & Conduct Protocols: 
 Professionalism… 
 
 Examples of disrespectful communication & conduct: 
  Vulgar and personal…  (10 of 10) 
  Vent frustrations with no objectivity…  (9 of 10) 
  “I don’t get it.”  (7 of 10) 
  Texting & computer use.  (6 of 10) 
  Requires follow-up to clarify.  (1 of 10) 
 
  Consider, 
   “Would I say this in front of class?” 
   “Do I want this posted online?” 
   “How do others in the class benefit?” 
 
Student success… 
But we are here to do business for this semester… 


